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added to give members the opportunity

are built for the unique needs of credit
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unions – like Citadel and their members
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– with a goal of increasing loyalty that

Citadel optimizes rewards programs aimed
at increasing usage and giving back to
members, which includes participating in
PSCU’s Magic Minute™ sweepstakes. Magic
Minute is a program that recognizes and
rewards credit union members for their

ultimately translates into growth. A
consultative and custom approach to
loyalty programs allows credit union
members to address their specific needs
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targets their unique objectives.
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So rewards programs now need to consider
the entire scope of a member’s relationship
with their credit union, not just the debit
or credit card account. PSCU’s Total
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build member relationships and increase
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to benefit participating credit unions
through increased membership, higher
card activation and usage rates, and the
gathering of cardholder email addresses for

member and market needs and is driven
directly by input from
member-owner credit unions.

use in future targeted marketing campaigns.
Total Member Loyalty Rewards offers five

Total Member Loyalty Rewards
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The most effective rewards programs

to connect with members’ lifestyles:
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Started nearly 20 years ago, the CUSO’s

enrolled in the company’s rewards

rewards program has evolved based on

program can use the CURewards® mobile

member and market needs and is driven

app to view merchandise redemption

directly by input from Member-Owner

options, check on points and review offers.

Credit Unions.

Members can also use the mobile app to

Total Member Loyalty Rewards offers
five programs tailored to connect with
members’ lifestyles: Transaction Level
Rewards, Member Loyalty Rewards,
Rebate Rewards, CURewards® Select and
CURewards® Mall. Credit union members
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redeem points for special travel offers
and hotel bookings. Loyalty is a two-way
street that rewards both members and
their credit unions. For more information
on PSCU’s Total Member Loyalty Rewards
program, visit pscu.com/loyalty.

